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CO-WRITER & DIRECTOR’S NOTE 

 

Back in 2017 Paul Dwyer and I, with the support of the Sydney Arts and Health Collective, set out to 

make a theatre work that might open a broader public conversation about some of the persistent 

workplace issues facing health workers. Grace Under Pressure is based on interviews with doctors 

and nurses and asks: how do we as a society care for those who devote their lives to caring for us? 

Can a doctor or nurse give a patient the best possible care if he or she hasn’t slept for days? What if 

they are also being bullied or sexually harassed at work? What if they complain about having to work 

excessive hours, but are told to stop whinging and suck it up? How do they cope with the pressure? 

 

We interviewed around 30 people – physicians, surgeons, interns, registrars, nurses, a paramedic, a 

hospital administrator and even a union official. Despite a wide range of ages (from mid-20s to early 

70s) and experience levels (from medical students to recently retired), stories of bullying, 

discrimination, harassment, overwork, and burnout were distressingly common. But amongst all this 

there were also stories of humour, joy and satisfaction – genuine human connections amongst the 

labour of care. In creating this show we tried to do justice to all of these stories, so generously 

offered by our interviewees. 

 

It’s fair to say that Grace Under Pressure feels very different in 2021. The central question driving this 

show – how we care for those who care for us – has gained deeper resonance in this continuing 

global pandemic, when new barriers to caring for our carers have emerged. From doctors forced to 

move out their family homes to reduce the potential risk of infection, to PPE shortages, to nurses 

being abused at petrol stations for walking in their uniform, health work in a pandemic has brought 

new anxieties. How might we better care for our care-givers in such a time?  

 

I hope that Grace Under Pressure might help all of us to think more deeply about this complex and 

challenging issues, and together begin the work of first imagining, then building healthier health care 

cultures and systems.  

 

David Williams, April 2021 
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DAVID WILLIAMS (Co-writer/director)  

David is a Melbourne-based theatre artist whose works open spaces for public conversation about 

political and social issues. He was the Curator of ATF2015, and his theatre works have won 

Helpmann, Green Room and Drovers’ Awards. David holds a PhD from UNSW and is the director of 

Alternative Facts Pty Ltd. He was the founder and artistic leader of version 1.0, and co-created and 

produced all of the company’s work from 1998-2012, including CMI (A Certain Maritime Incident), 

The Wages Of Spin, This Kind Of Ruckus, The Disappearances Project, Deeply Offensive And Utterly 

Untrue, The Bougainville Photoplay Project and The Table Of Knowledge. Over the past two decades 
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The Sydney Arts and Health Collective is an interdisciplinary collaboration of researchers, educators 

and arts practitioners at the University of Sydney. The Sydney Arts and Health Collective formed in 

2016 to explore performance and creative arts approaches to high levels of bullying, harassment and 

mental ill-health among clinicians and healthcare students. Core members include A/Prof Paul 

Dwyer, Theatre and Performance Studies, a verbatim theatre maker specialising in the use of theatre 

for change in conflict settings; Dr Kimberley Ivory, Population Health, a specialist trainer in equity 

and diversity;  Dr Claire Hooker, Sydney Health Ethics, a leading arts for health/health 

communications researcher; Prof Louise Nash, Brain and Mind Centre, a psychiatrist with extensive 

research on the wellbeing of doctors; Dr Karen Scott, Westmead Hospital, an education researcher 

who has demonstrated the extent of teaching by humiliation and bullying experienced by medical 

students; Dr Jo River, Sydney Nursing School, a health sociologist with research interests in suicide; 

and A/Prof Paul Macneill, Sydney Health Ethics, who has lengthy research and practical experience 

using drama based approaches to teaching medical ethics and in exploring arts and ethics. The 
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and build professionalism through embodied learning, and then produced the verbatim theatre 

work Grace Under Pressure, a verbatim theatre work led by leading verbatim theatre maker David 

Williams, for the Big Anxiety festival in 2017.  

 

GAIL PRIEST (Sound Designer) 

Gail is a Sydney-based artist with a multi-faceted practice in which sound is the key material of 
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designer/composer for performance collaborating with independent directors and choreographers 
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UNSW Press (2009). She was the 2015/2016 Australia Council Emerging and Experimental Arts 

Fellow.  

 

SUZIE FRANKE (Producer)  

Suzie has extensive experience as a Producer, Production Manager, Lighting Designer, Event 

Manager, and Company Stage Manager, and has produced, managed and delivered national tours 

for more than ten years. She is currently a Producer for CDP Theatre Producers and Executive 

Producer for Alternative Facts Pty Ltd. Previously, she co-founded and managed the independent 

theatre company Blackbird Productions. Recent large-scale projects include working as the 

Production Manager of the Moomba Parade, one of Melbourne's most loved events for the City of 
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Recent acting credits include Grace Under Pressure (Alternative Facts, Seymour Centre), Where the 

Streets Had a Name (Monkey Baa), The Incredible Here & Now and Hakawati (National Theatre of 

Parramatta/Sydney Festival). Other Theatre Credits include Jump for Jordan (Griffin); Miss Julie, The 

Rise and Fall of Little Voice (Sydney Theatre Company); Les Enfants du Paradis (Belvoir); Felliniada 
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& Eve (Bulldog Theatre Company).  
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Nick Higgins has been an independent lighting designer since graduating from WAAPA in 1999. He 

has worked across all genres in all states and for most companies. Nick is not only a lighting 

designer, but a photographer and film-maker. He was a nominee for the Best Lighting Design Award, 
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